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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM 

Bill Elliott supplied source code and modifications which officially bring tape 
processing up to PSR 404. This means we are no longer carrying only binary 
versions of tape processors. Additionally, Bill furnished the following 
assortment of modifications: 

1) Program RESEX now contains the EXP entry point, thus allowing the operator 
command, X.EXP(VSN) (DSN 1, 14 p2). 

2) A modification to RESEX which repairs a bug that caused the FI field to be 
clobbered on some label rewrites. 

3) A modification which moves AUTQ-UNLOAD processing out of lMT into MAGNET. 

4) A modification to RESEX which inhibits debugging dumps unless DEBUG and 
sence switch 1 are set. 

5) A modification to lMT which repairs labeled stranger tape processing when 
the tape has embedded tape marks. However, stranger tape multi-file 
processing still has the problem. 

6) A small change to the E,P display making it easier for operators to discern 
seven-track tape requests from nine-track tape requests. 

7) A modification to MAGNET which enables private pack access when the rast 
attach file RESEXEX is not available. (One cannot appreciate this change 
unless one has attempted to reconstruct fast attach files after a permanent 
file device failure.) 

8) Two new processing options are now available on the LABEL command. The new 
options are PO=M (issue all ERROR LOG messages to user dayfile) and PO=X 
(selective error override for LABEL NOT EXPIRED and some I format trailer 
checks) (DSN 1, 13 pl). 

9) A modification to the E,P display which causes all disabled system controls 
such as ROTARY CHECK and AUTO-UNLOAD to be displayed--an extremely handy 
feature. 

Kevin ,Matthews contributed a modification to program MEM which repairs the 
following problem. Occasionally, when several jobs are using ECS, MEM assigned 
a job requesting ECS a RA equal to the last word of user ECS (350000B) and a 
ECS FL of zero. Program MEM would then figure out what ECS s~orage had to be 



moved in order to give the latest job a ECS FL greater than zero. Unfortunately, 
the storage move subroutine in MEM forgot to change the requesting job's ECS RA 
after granting the additional ECS FL. Kevin estimates that this bug caused 
approximately six level 0 deadstarts during the last two weeks of fall quarter 
due to an increase in EMULATE usage. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM 

Andy Mickel prop_oses the following in regard to language processors: 

1) PASCAL - provide a facility for reducing field length automatically to a 
tolerable minimum (from the point of view of the PASCAL· user) for programs 
run under the TELEX PASCAL subsystem. This has been planned for some time 
and has been suggested by Bob Williams. Currently~ the compiler requires 
about 52K (and uses 55K as implemented in the subsystem) to compile a 
PASCAL program of average length (roughly up to 500 lines). We are open 
to suggestions regarding implementation. 

2) SNOBOL - move future to current and current to past. 

3) LISP - install new future version. 

4) PASCAL - install new future version. 

Jim Mundstock proposes the following changes to CALLPRG. The CALLPRG index ·card 
format should be altered to include a new parameter, NF. The effect of the 
parameter would be to cause the non-fatal message, THIS FUTURE CARD IS NO 
LONGER NEEDED, to be output to the user dayfile. The purpose of the parameter 
is to keep users' jobs from aborting when a future version of a program becomes 
current and there is no future version to replace it. 

At the last systems group meeting, the following proposed system changes were 
approved: 

1) The new control point area bi:t for higher job security (DSN 1, 11 p3). 

2} Password hashing for after PSR 410 installation (DSN 1, 11 p3}. 

3) CPUMTR TRT error processing (DSN 1, 11 p3). 

4) RTIME output format (DSN 1, 11 pl). 

5) DISPOSE command format changes (DSN 1, 14 p4). 

6) Development of a P register monitor (DSN 1, 14 p4). 

7) New TDUMP options (DSN 1, 14 p4). 

8) New treatment of DISPOSED parameter (DSN 1, 14 p5). 

9) EXAMINE output format (DSN 1, 14 p5). 
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: PEOPLE AND PROCEDURES 

We wish to welcome the following new site to the DSN mailing list: 

RAY ARGO 
OFFICE OF COMPUTING ACTIVITIES 
BOYD GRADUATE STUDIES BUILDING 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 
ATHENS, GEORGIA 30604 

EDITORIAL BY BILL ELLIOTT 

In response to the memo distributed a few weeks back by Lincoln Fetcher, the 
following is submitted for your consideration. It is, of course, realized 
that Lincoln is but the vehicle and not the content or source of the decision 
to fit out the entire UCC staff with identity badges. This is a matter which 
has been fermenting on the back burner for almost a year. Indeed, many a time 
it was taken for dead but, alas, was not properly buried (stake through the 
heart and all that). 

Perhaps it is merely a semantic barrier which stands in the way of the whole
hearted acceptance by the staff in general. Perhaps they are really to be 
"identification cards" which can ride securely in pocket or purse. Badge 
carries with it the connotation of being worn prominently (such as the Red 
Badge of Courage or Little Person Scout Badges). 

What is b~ing formulated here is to be a real administrative headache which· can 
only prove counterprod!Jctive to morale and thus efficiency by instituting yet 
another hierarchy which will further isolate fellow staff from each other by 
granting privileges to some and not to others where, indeed, no distinction 
need even be made. 

It is hard to believe that there are already five levels of access planned for 
the computer room with an appeal being made for more! In reality, there should 
only be one level--simple staff membership on a NEED-TQ-BE-THERE basis. For 
visitors and service personnel a badge should be (and is) provided. The need
to-be-there can only be determined by those already in the area. 

As currently configured, the computer site is in no way secure against intrusion 
from anyone intent on entry. To believe that issuing cards with elaborate access 
restrictions is going to remedy this situation is to deceive ourselves. It will 
be the fellow without a badge who's going to cause a probelm and not at 3 
in the afternoon, either. The only way to make a badging system work is to make 
it impartial by 1) machine inspected electromagnetic cards or, 2) 24 hr./day 
guard with a police special strapped to his hip at the entrance. Anything short 
of this can only foster selective harassment. 

Most UCC personnel "meet the public" only when they are consulting. At these 
times 'a badge is appropriate and all it need say is "consultant." The rest of 
the time we would like a little anonimity. 

Should a laughing lad alight his limo lacking a laminated likeness aloft his lapel; 
shall we overlook him languishing lachrymosely, lamenting his loss? Nay! Nay!! 
Consider carefully a careless computing comrade (card concealed twixt coin and cash) 
creeping cautiously console-ward. Who shall bar the door? For 'tis only those 
already within the sanctum who canst decide the fate of the interloper--be it the 
screaming radar or the mellow keypunchers. 
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